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50 common irregular verbs

O SlideShare utiliza cookie para otimizar a funcionalidade e o desempenho do site, assim como para apresentar publicidaar mais relevante aos nossos usuários. Se você continue a website navegar o, você aceita o uso de cookies. Leia nosso Contrato do Usuário e nossa Política de Privacidade. O
SlideShare utiliza cookie para otimizar a funcionalidade e o desempenho do site, assim como para apresentar publicidaar mais relevante aos nossos usuários. Se você continue a website utilizar o, você aceita o uso de cookies. Leia nossa Política de Privacidade e nosso Contrato do Usuário para obter
mais detalhes. This is a list of the most common illegal phrases in English. Intermediate preparer students should be familiar with all or most of these words. There are a total of 70 words here. More advanced students can see our full list of illegal English phrases. becoming starting to break down bring
construction building buy buy catch pick picked up to cost cuts did drawing drunk drink driving eating off eating food for looking combatant found flying forgetful forgiveness received (BrE) / get (AmE) give away went development development has heard hidden hit hidden hit keep the organization know
learning / learning to leave loan lenders lost doing means meet the paid booking put read reading ride ride increase run said to see the sale sent selling set set show singing singing sit asleep sleep talk spending spending spending standing stealing swimmers take away teaching teaching told to think that
throwing savvy wear wear wins wins article See also: full list of phrases in our English rules This grammar practice (beginner/ elementary): Exercises Practice action from this illegal (1) Practice this grammar (beginner/elementary): Practice exercises from this illegal (2) Practice this grammar
(beginner/elementary): Exercises from the wrong rules (3) Practice this grammar (beginner/elementary) : Past adages of the unusual word (1) This grammar practice (beginner/elementary): Past adages of the unusual word (2) → in table B → Phrase affirms → First Singular C → Phrase affirm → the 3rd
person singular D → Negative phrase → the first singular E → Negative phrase → The 3rd person singular away - go - go past simple infinite feces from the past A to go B I go I went I went C he went he went he went D I go i n't go I n't gone E he esn't go he n't go he n't gone Table of the most common
irregular verbs infinitive simple past participle be/were i am I was I was he is he was he was we were we were we have been beat beaten beaten became become become started bet* bet blow breaking break brings construction burst burst buy buy catch picked up to cost cost cut deal handling do do
draw drunk drink driving eating driver eating off eating feel fighting fight finds flying forget the frozen freeze get there , getting let go of development development found Hung Hung has heard hidden hit keeps holding organizations painfully keep knowing lay led leads to leave lenders lending lenders allow
lenders to allow lies ** lay lain light * light take do means meet meet paid booking read ride riding horse ring vibrating increased run run says said saw sold sold out shaking set stealing shine shot shot show* shows closed closed singing sung sunken sleeping sleeping sliding talk spending spring sprouting
standing stuck vow sweeping swimming swum swing swing take teaching Teaching torn telling thought throwing understanding consciousness * waking up wearing woven textiles win writing * regular form (+-ed) is also possible. The trend, in English, and especially in American English, is to standardize
illegal phrases. We don't forescen all non-rule words that are ever standardized, but some smaller variations in less used words will likely disappear in the next one or two genrations. The following English indigestion phrases are now obsolete and use past forms and standard stools (-ed). Simple infinitive
past feces from burning dream dreams learn to learn the smell of synling spelling spelt PDF-files Thanks to Brian. To assist you in learning, the most common unusual English phrases have been grouped below, following their ending pattern. Group 1 – All three forms of the proncy are the same simple
base form past betting costs cutting costs of cutting the hurt hit hit that allowed the set to close Group 2 – Forms 2 and 3 of the same simple base form through the lost participle shot lost shot get the lit light sitting sitting keeping sleep asleep felt left to meet the satisfying bear bearing buy-to-let fight was
fought thinking that caught teaching semi-selling told to pay the pay done stand understandably lenders sent sending construction spending to be built found to have heard keep reading (pronounced red) read (pronounced red) read (pronounced red) read (pronounced red) read pronunciation is red) read
(pronounced red) ) says group 3 - All three forms of the word is different Base Form Simple Past Participle driving riding increases increased writing bit bite hidden breaking select pick talk wake-up wake-up blow grows to know how to fly flying drawing Drawing shows wear worn torn begin to drink drunk
swimming ring vibrating vibrating sung eating fall forgetful shows show lost to all our teachers: There are many language schools and other educational institutions closed now because of the Coronavirus situation. Keep in mind that we have our student website. This interactive website will allow your
students to continue their studies more independently. Visit our student website today. These are the fifty most common illegal phrases in English. This does not include anthoctively due and yes. Just in your fifties, your students will have prepared themselves 87% to use unusual phrases in English!
There is another page that displays the usual list of unusual words in English. Rank Base Form Past Tense Form Past Participle 1 says 2 made 3 go away 4 take take 5 to 6 see 7 know 8 get received / gotten (USA) 9 for 10 find found 11 thought to be 12 told to tell 13 to become 14 shows showing 15 left
16 felt 17 set 18 bring 19 started 20 holds 21 holds 22 writes wrote 23 stands 24 listen listens 25 allowed 26 means 27 settings 28 meet meet meet meet29 runs run 30 pay 31 sitting sitting 32 talk 33 lies lay lain 34 lead lead 35 reading reading 36 grow growth 37 loss take 38 fall fall 39 send 40 builds built
41 understand understand 42 draw 43 break broken 44 spending cuts 45 cut 4 6 increase increased 47 drive drive 48 buy buy 49 wear worn 50 options Many of the most important phrases in English are unusual past simple and past participle forms. Non-rule phrases do not follow a set pattern so that
they must be learned The list below shows the most common rules and phrases, with a simple past and stool for each word. Click the phrase name to see the full union table. Unusual forms are red. Bonus: Learn the 20 most important illegal phrases, one word a day, directly to your inbox. Learn the most
important illegal phrases, one word a day, straight to your inbox. Inbox.
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